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THE R.A.F. OVER STETTIN, ROSTOCK AND BERLIN

150 FOUR-THOUSAND-POUNDERS IN 40 MINUTES

Sirens sounded over a very large area of Germany last night as the celebrations

in honour of Hitler's birthday were coming to an end. The R,A.F. were out in force*

By far the heaviest attack-was on Stettin, where Lancasters Stylings and

Halifaxes dropped over 150 four-thousand-pound bombs in about 40 minutes, as well as

tens of thousands of incendiaries and hundreds of other high explosive bombs.

A smaller force - this consisted, wholly of Stirlings - raided Rostock, and as

the bombers from-Stettin were on their way homo they saw the fires of. Rostock

burning fiercely.

Sixty miles away from Stettin and about 100 miles from Rostock, Mosquitos were

bombing Berlin

it v/as a brilliant moonlight night,' so clear that one pilot said he saw cows in

the fields as he passed over Denmark, Another said the searchlights were quite
ineffective, because the moon was so bright.

in these conditions the crews had no difficulty in finding their three targets*

Those who went to Stettin saw the*docks, roads and buildings of the town standing cut

very aneb several pilots in the Rostock force reported that they found the /. •

huge main Heinkel which is about 2 1/2 miles outside the town and employs

10,000 workers.

The raid on Stettin began at about 1 o'clock and by quarter past one the fires

had caught hold, A pilot who circled twice oyer the target area and stayed there for

25 minutes said that by the" time he left Stettin seemed ablaze and there was a great

pall of smoke.

•’lt rose to a height of over 10,000 feet" he said, "and as -1 came round for the

last time it was actually spiralling above us,
• Then Jus£ as I was thinking of leaving

there v/as a tremendous* explosion. The clouds of smoke swelled and there was an

orange glow that turned to red".

A Lancaster captain said there were so many bombers flying to Stettin and Rostock

that pilots had to keep a sharp lookout to avoid collisions, :

"At one point" he sold, "a Stirling suddenly cut in in front of me as I was trying

to get out of the slipstream of a Halifax, There was really nothing I could do about

it, \?e hit the- fin of the Stirling, which cut a sixt-foot hole in my fuselage between

the front turret and the bomb doors. phe crew got a pretty good shaking up. The

bomb-aimer1 *s eye was scratched by a piece of metal off our own aircraft.

"The collision did not seem to worry the Stirling a bit, for T saw it go on as

though nothing had happened, Re followed in and dropped our bombs on the target.

"The whole place seemed alight by the time we left, ’and my rear-gunner reported

that he could see the glow v/hen we were 160 miles on our way home".

The Rostock attack v/as timed to begin as the Stettin one was coming to an end,

"One of the first things 1 saw v/hen we reached the target area" said the pilot of a

Stirling, "was the airfield and runways just outside the town, Re were one of the

earliest to arrive and I saw half a dozen oafcraft follow us into the target. The

Heinkel factory.was clearly lit by the white light of incendiaries and we dropped our

bombs when the bomb-aimer had the factory buildings in his sight.

/ "As
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!,Vvs Wc comb v-nd'riore incendiaries were falling/ -and X could

see e::c losivo bombs bursting; on tho tar. ot* I have never soon so *-&Ay

aircerafV on" any raid. V.o must have net between forty and fifty Lancasters,

Stirlings, and Halifaxes .coning’back fron Rostock and Stettin."

A pilot was one;:of the last to arrive "over Rostock said that as he went

in to bomb great clouds of snoke were coning up fron the fires started earlier

in the attack.

”¥e aimed for then"-, he said, "and just as we dropped our bombs we were

attacked by two fighters/ One of then fired a couple of bursts at us. .My

gunners fired back and we managed to. esc ape from both of then without being

hit."

Another Stirling was badly hit by flak while it was over the target. Tho

pilot was wounded in the leg but the bomb-aimer, Sgt. H.S. Hunt, took over

the cohtrols and brought the aircraft safely out of the danger area. He piloted it

for another hour until the pilot had sufficiently recovered to return to his seat.

Stettin and Rostock are on the Baltic and are being used by the Germans to

ship supplies t° the Russian front. Stettin is the largest port on the Baltic and is

connected to Berlin, which,is 50 miles away, by■a ship canal.

The dock area, which is just north of a big marshalling yard with a capacity

of 2,500 waggons every twenty-four hours, is crowded with warehouses, timber yards,

saw mills, coal dumps and factories* Rostock is also an important port.

•Describing the Berlin raid Wing Commander J. de L. Wooldridge, D.F.C., D.F.M.,

said. "It was not- until, wo had bombed that the defences opened up• We map-read

bur way, and from ten miles away I could see the city quite clearly in the

moonlight.

M We circled round to sec exactly where we were and dropped our bombs. Then

we turned away. T coulc see .searchlight after searchlight coming up, but none

of then caught us. In the confusion of the gun flashes I could see the explosion
of our squadron’s bombs?"

Flying Officer G.E. Dean, a. navigator in another Mosquito which was one of the

last to bomb, saw a large explosion after he had left the target area.

"As we approached the city", he said, ”1 could see the tracers coming up and

the bursts of”shells. There was a circle of searchlights round the capital. We

turned in towards the flak, and'there was the capital neatly laid out like a map

below us.

’’The defences seemed to Think the raid was ever, for the flak died down as

we made our run. We dropped our load and I saw our bombs burst. The flak

opened up again as we tanned away but nothing hit us. When we were 50 miles away,

I looked back and saw large flames glowing in Berlin".

Some 10 hours after the raid on Stettin and Rostock the pilot of a reconnaissance

aircraft saw huge clouds of smoke over both towns. Over Stettin the pall of

smoke was 15,000 feet in height and was visible from Rostock over 80 miles away.

Many large fires were- still burning in Stettin; at Rostock there were at

least eight great columns of smoke.
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